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We prove that if a permutation group G of degree n has no alternating composi- 
tion factors of degree greater than t then G has at least 2 c"/r orbits on the power 
set for some constant c > 0. This is best possible apart from the value of c. The 
proof is elementary. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
A permutation group G acting on a set £2 induces a permutation group 
on the power set ~(I2). We call the orbits of this action set-orbits. Let s(G) 
denote the number of set-orbits of G. Obviously s(G) >~lt~l + 1 as sets of 
different cardinality belong to different orbits. 
Set transitive groups, i.e., groups with s(G)= IOl + 1 have apparently 
first been considered by J. von Neumann and O. Morgenstern 1-13]. Apart 
from some examples of degree at most 9, a set-transitive group of degree 
n always contains the alternating roup Al t (n)[6] .  
Another trivial lower bound for a permutation group G of degree n is 
s(G)>>.2n/lGI. P. J. Cameron [9] proved that for groups of order 
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exp(o(n*/2)) we have s(G)= (2"/IGI)(1 + o(1)). In this note we show that if 
G has no large alternating composition factors then s(G) is exponential 
in n (such groups can still be very large). More precisely we prove the 
following. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a permutation group of degree n. I f  G has no 
composition factor isomorphic to Alt(k) for k > t (t >~ 4) then 
s(G) >~ 2 c~n/t for some absolute constant Cl > O. 
We remark that our proof is elementary and does not depend on the 
classification of finite simple groups. The bound given in Theorem 1 is 
essentially best possible. For example, let W be the (r -1) - t imes iterated 
permutational wreath product of the symmetric group Sym(t) (r~> 2). In 
other words, W acts as the automorphism group of a balanced rooted tree 
of depth r and degree t (each node other than the leaves has t children) 
acts on the leaves of this tree. W is a permutation group of degree n = t r 
and it is easy to see that s(W) ~< 2 2n/t. 
One interesting problem that remains is the exact determination of the 
positive constant inf(log s(G)/n) over all solvable groups G. It is known [5] 
that permutation groups of the type considered in Theorem 1 can have 
order at most t n-1 for t/> 6. From this and Theorem 1 we immediately 
deduce the following. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a pc;mutation group as in Theorem 1 above. 
Then 
s(G) >>- IG] c2/'l°g t 
for some absolute constant c: > O. 
Our results are motivated by several applications. P. J. Cameron [8] 
stated the conjecture that, for fixed k, the number of set-orbits of the 
automorphism groups of an S(2, k, n) Steiner system grows exponentially. 
(We indicate his motivation in Section 4 below.) This conjecture was 
established by the first author [3, Chap. 13]. The present paper represents 
an improvement over that result, which was never published. Here we state 
a sharper form. 
COROLLARY 2. Let S be an S(2, k, n) Steiner system on n points (k >~ 3). 
Then the number of set-orbits of Aut(S) is at least exp(c3n/k), where c3 > 0 
is an absolute constant, assuming c, n > 3k log k. 
In another application, the second author [15] recently showed that a 
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group of  order n >>-4 has at least c 4 log n/(log log n) ~ conjugacy classes for 
some absolute constant Ca > 0. Corollary 1 plays a key role in the proof. 
In a third application [4], Babai, Beals, and Tak~csi-Nagy prove that 
any Boolean function f :  {0, 1}"~ {0, 1} with automorphism group G can 
be computed by a Boolean circuit of size s(G) c5 and depth (log s(G)) c6. 
(The gates of the circuit are AND, OR, and NEGATION.) By simple 
counting, the size is essentially optimal and, given the size, the depth is 
essentially optimal (optimal, apart from the values of c5, C6). Reference [-4] 
contains a great deal more detail about the structure of permutation 
groups with not too many set-orbits. For the sake of this and possible 
further applications, where more specific information about the permuta- 
tion action plays a role, we give a more detailed statement of Theorem 1 
in the next section (Theorem 1'). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we make some preparations for the proof of Theorem 1. 
We begin with two simple observations. 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  H <~ G <~ Sym((2), then s( G ) <~ s( H)  <~ s( G ) . I G : HI. 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume G is intransitive on g2 and has orbits 121 .... , ~c2  m . 
Let Gi be the restriction of  G to (2 i. Then 
s(G) >/s(G1) . . . . .  s(Gm). 
Proof  G<~Glx  "" ×Gm so we can apply Proposition 1. Clearly 
s (G lx  ... XGm)=s(G1)  . . . . .  s(Gm). | 
We recall some basic facts about the decompositions of transitive groups 
1-17]. Let G be a transitive permutation group acting on a set (2, [£21 = n. 
A system of  imprimitivity is a partition of (2, invariant under G. A primitive 
group has no non-trivial system of imprimitivity. Let (01 ..... (2m) denote a 
system of imprimitivity of G with maximal block-size b (1 ~< b <n; b = 1 if 
and only if G is primitive; bm= n). 
Let H denote the normal subgroup of G stabilizing each of the blocks f2i. 
Then G/H is a primitive group of degree m acting upon the set of blocks 
f2~. If G i denotes the permutation group of degree b induced on f2; by 
the setwise stabilizer of f2e in G then the groups G; are permutationally 
equivalent transitive groups and H~< G 1 x ... x Gm< Sym(g2). 
LEMMA 1. (i) s(G)>~s(G1)m/IG/HI. 
(ii) s(G)~(b+bm ), 
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Proof Combining Propositions 1 and 2, (i) follows. 
Let A be a subset of £2 and let ~j (O<~j<~b) denote the number of 
j-element sets among the A c~ (2 i. Let B be another subset of f2 with the 
number flj defined similarly. If A and B are in the same orbit of G then 
~/=f l / for  O <~ j <~ b. 
Therefore s(G) is at least the number of partitions of m into b+ 1 
non-negative integers (where the order of the summands is taken into 
consideration). It is well known that this number is 
which proves (ii). | 
m+(b+ 1) -  1) 
(b+1)-1 
By using the following elementary estimates we are able to avoid the use 
of the classification theorem of finite simple groups in our proof. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a primitive permutation group of degree n not 
containing Alt(n). Then 
(i) IGI <4 n (Praeger and Saxl [14], Wielandt [18]); 
(ii) [G[ < exp(4 x/n log 2 n)(Babai [1, 2], Pyber [-16]). 
We close this section with a statement of a more specific permutational 
action of Alt(t) in permutation groups without too many set-orbits. 
A rooted forest is the disjoint union of rooted trees. A structure forest of 
G is a rooted forest on which G acts as automorphisms such that the leaves 
form the original permutation domain £2 and the roots correspond to 
orbits. (So for a transitive group we have structure trees.) Each vertex v of 
such a forest can be identified with a block of imprimitivity of the G-action 
on I2, namely with the set of leaves below v. Let G(v) denote the permuta- 
tion group obtained by restricting the stabilizer Gv to the children of v. We 
call a structure forest Fprimitive if G(v) is primitive for each node v (other 
than the leaves). Every permutation group has a primitive structure forest. 
(This forest is not unique.) The constant cl >0 below is the same as in 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1'. Let G be a permutation group of degree n. Assume 
s(G) < 2c~n/t for some t >~ 4. Let F be a primitive structure forest for G. Then 
there exists a node v ~ F such that v has at least k >~ t + 1 children, and the 
action of the stabilizer Gv on the set of children is Alt(k) or Sym(k). 
Theorem 1 clearly follows from this result. Conversely, our proof of 
Theorem 1 actually yields Theorem 1', as the reader can readily verify. 
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3. GROUPS WITHOUT LARGE ALTERNATING SECTIONS 
In this section we prove Theorem 1. By Proposition 2, it suffices to prove 
our statement for transitive groups. In proving Theorem 1 we may restrict 
ourselves to the case t ~> 6. 
Let st(n) denote the minimum of s(G) for transitive groups G of degree 
n with no composition factors isomorphic to Alt(k) for k> t. (To obtain 
Theorem 1', we have to exclude Alt(k) and Sym(k) actions on the set of 
children of vertices of a primitive structure tree rather than excluding all 
Alt(k) composition factors.) 
Let us choose the constant k~>8 such that for x~>k the inequality 
2 x/2 ~> exp(4 xfx log 2 x) holds. Set c7 = 1/(4k). For 1 <~ n <<. k t  we have 
s,(n) >~ n + 1 ~> 2 > 2 ~ .k/> 2~.~n/t. Therefore, to prove Theorem 1 it suffices to 
show the following. 
CLAIM. st(n)>~t.2cTn/' fo r  n>>.kt and t>~6. 
P roo f  We prove the claim for any t by induction on n. Let G be a 
transitive group of degree n satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1. Let us 
consider a system of imprimitivity of G that consists of m >~ 2 blocks of size 
b, b maximal. Let P denote the primitive quotient group of G that acts 
upon the m blocks. 
Case 1. b>~kt. It is obvious that [P l< .m!  and for m>t we have 
[P[ ~< 4 m by Theorem 2(i). In any case it follows easily that [P[ ~< tm t. (We 
use t ~> 6 to infer 4 m ~< tm 1 for m > t.) Using Lemma 1 (i) and the induction 
hypothesis, we obtain 
s(G) >~ (t2c7b/t)m/[P[ ~ tm2 c7b'm/t/tm I = t .  2 c7n/t. 
Case 2. b < kt  <<. m. By Theorem 2(ii) and by the choice of k we have 
]P [~2 m/2 in this case. Using Lemmal ( i )  and the obvious inequality 
s,(b) ~ b + 1, we obtain that 
s(G) >1 (b + 1)m/lpI >12 m/z. 
Now t ~< 2' ~< 2 m/8 and 2 c7"/' < 2 C7mkt/' ~< 2 m/4. Therefore, again, we have 
s( G ) >~ t . 2 CT"/'. 
Case 3. b<<.m<kt.  From mb=n>~kt  it follows that b>~2. Using 
Lemma l(ii) and the assumptions n =mb >>. k t  and k >~ 8, we obtain 
>12 b 3mb >~ 2 b-  3kt >7 t . 2 b >~ t • 2 (~cT)b = t- 2 e7(kt)6/t >1 t " 2 cT"/t. 
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Case 4. m <<, b < kt. s(G)>1 t. 2 cTn/t follows by switching the roles of b 
and m in the calculation in the previous case. The proof of the claim and 
therefore the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. | 
4. STEINER SYSTEMS 
In this section we prove Corollary 2. Before doing so, we indicate some 
motivation. Cameron's conjecture, confirmed by Corollary 2, was part of 
his project on set-orbits of infinite permutation groups. Let G be a per- 
mutation group acting on a countably infinite set, and let nk(G) denote the 
number of orbits of G on the set of k-subsets. Cameron [7] proved that the 
sequence nk(G) is monotone nondecreasing. G is highly homogeneous if 
nk(G ) = 1 for every k, and oligomorphic if nk(G) is finite for every G. For 
various groups, the sequences nk(G) represent a variety of counting sequen- 
ces of great combinatorial interest. In 1981, Cameron outlined a project 
[-8] to establish a nearly exponential lower bound on the growth rate of 
the Sequence nk(G) for every primitive oligomorphic group which is not 
highly homogeneous. As a small part of this project, he stated the conjec- 
ture on set-orbits of Steiner systems which we confirm in this section. 
Cameron's project was later completed by Macpherson [12]. For related 
material, see the recent book by Cameron [10]. 
We begin the proof of Corollary 2 with some simple observations. Let S 
be an S(2, k, n) Steiner system on g2. Let L denote the set of blocks, so L 
consists of k subsets of Q such that each pair x, y E g2 (x ¢ y) is contained 
in exactly one block B s L. 
A subsystem of S is a subset T_~ Q which, together with each x, y e 
(x ¢ y), contains the entire block containing x and y. Clearly, intersection 
of subsystems i a subsystem, so for every A_  ~2, the smallest subsystem 
containing A is well defined. We call it the subsystem generated by A and 
denote it by S(A). We say that A generates S if S(A) = g2. 
PROPOSITION 3. I f  T is a proper subsystem, then n >~ 1 + (k -  1)] T F. 
Proof Let x e g2\ T. Then the blocks joining x to the points of T are 
pairwise disjoint (apart from x). I 
COROLLARY 3. S has a set of ~< 1 + log n/log( k -  1) generators. 
Proof . Select a maximal sequence XO,...,Xm~£2 such that xi¢ 
S(xo, ..., xi_ i). By the preceding proposition, m ~< log(n - 1) / log(k-  1). | 
Let G = Aut(S), and let G~ denote the pointwise stabilizer of A in G. 
Following Luks [11 ], let us define the class F j  of finite groups to consist 
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of those groups H admitt ing a subgroup chain H = Ho >1 H1 >I . "  >~ Hm = 
{1} such that for all i, [H i_ l  " Hil ~<d. 
PROPOSITION 4. I f  A generates S then G ~ ~ F k_ 2. 
Proof  Arrange £2 in a sequence (Yl .... , Yn) such that each Yi belongs to 
some block jo in ing two points of the set 3 w {Yt, ..., Yi 1}. This is clearly 
possible since A generates S. Let now Hi  be the pointwise stabil izer of 
3u{y l  ..... Yi} in G ( i=  0, ..., n). Clearly, Ho=G3,  H,={I} ,  and 
IH i :H i _ l l  is the length of the orbit o fy i  in Hi t, which is part  of a block 
minus two points, so [H i :H i  1 [~<k-2 .  | 
PROPOSITION 5. Every composition factor of  a group in F d is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of  the symmetric group Sym(d). 
Proof  Let H be such a composit ion factor. It is clear that Fd is closed 
under subgroups and factor groups, so HE Fd. Therefore H has a proper  
subgroup K of index ~< d. Representing H as a permutat ion group by right 
translat ions of the right cosets of K, we obtain a nontr ivial  homorphism 
H ~ Sd, which must in turn be faithful since H is simple. | 
Proof  o f  Corollary 2. Let A be a min imum set of generators of S. Then 
s(G~) >~exp(c ln / (k -2 ) )  by Theorem 1 and Proposit ions 4 and 5. On the 
other hand, by Coro l la ry3  we have [d l<~l+logn/ log(k -1 ) .  Conse- 
quently, using the inequality IG:GA[ <~ n iAl, together with Proposi t ion 1, 
we obtain 
s( G) >~ exp( cl n / (k -  2)) .  n-1- log,/ log(k- 1)/> exp(c3n/k ) ' 
assuming ct n >/3k log k. | 
Note added in proof(February 1994). In view of the observation s(G)>~ 2"/IGI' the follow- 
ing result represents a considerable improvement over Corollary 2. 
THEOREM A1. Let 3<<.k<<.n-1 and let S be an S(2, k,n) Steiner system. Then IGI~< 
nC~ where G= Aut(S) and c=~/2+o(1). 
The proof of Theorem A1 follows the basic outline of [1], with a much simpler com- 
binatorial core (Lemma A3 below). 
A base of a permutation group G ~< Sym(g2) is a set A c g2 such that Ga = { 1 }. Clearly then 
IGL ~< nial (n = [t2l). Therefore A1 follows from the following result. 
THEOREM A2. For G as in Theorem A1, a base of size <<. cw/~ n exists. 
Let S = (I2, ~') be an S(2, k, n)-system, where 1£21 = n is the set of points and .~' the set of 
blocks. For a subset A cI2, let ,~(d) denote the set of those blocks B~'  with IBnAI >~2. 
We say that A c Y2 distinguishes the point v if v belongs to at least two blocks in ~'(A). A is 
a distinguishing set if every point is distinguished by A. 
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It is clear that if v is distinguished by A then v is fixed by GA. Consequently, a distinguishing 
set is automatically a base for G. Therefore it suffices to prove the following lemma which is 
purely combinatorial in the sense that it does not involve groups. 
LEMMA A3. For S as in Theorem A1, a distinguishing set of  size <~ c n~f f~~ exists. 
Proof Set p = (c/2) ~ n/n, so 2pn = c~n In n is the desired bound on the size of 3. We 
pick J at random by including each element of t2 in A independently with probability p. So 
the expected size of A is pn and Prob(rAI > 2pn) < 1/2, 
Let us fix vet2. Given B such that veB~,  the probability that IB\{v} ~A[ ~< 1 is 
q := ( l - p)k - l + (k - 1 ) p( 1 - p)k - 2 = ( 1 - p)k - 2( 1 + p(k - 2)) <~ ( l - p2)k - 2. 
The probability that this event occurs for at least t -  1 of the t := (n -  1) / (k -  1) blocks 
containing v, is 
q' + tq' l (1 -q )=qt  l(l +( t -1 ) (1 -q ) )<~ (1 -  p2)In 3)/2(l + p2(n -  3)/2)< l/(2n), 
using the inequality (k -2 ) ( t -1 )~> (n -3) /2  and an appropriate choice of the o(1) term in 
e=,,/~+ o(1). 
We conclude that with probability I> 1/2, these events do not hold for any v ~ A, hence A 
is a distinguishing set. Finally, with positive probability, A will both be distinguishing and 
have size ~< 2pn, as desired. | 
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